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ABSTRACT

Current species' range displacements are mostly triggered by climate change but European landscapes are largely dominated by human activities. In this study we identify the most promising spatial adaptive trajectories (SATs) for the thirty most threatened non volant mammal species in Europe up to 2080 (under three climate and land change scenarios) and where/when SATs of each species synchronically converge. We found large contrasts on the persistence of species in SATs, with some species largely reliant on the functionality of areas where many SATs converge. Overall, SATs and convergence centers are not adequately covered by existing conservation areas and coincide with crop and arable lands, compromising species persistence. It is important to invest in the protection of SATs and convergence centers through a mix of conventional instruments and new collaborative forms with the socio-economy. Anticipative plans at long-term coupled with risk analysis offer decision–makers templates to prevent negative surprises.
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Spatial adaptive responses of highly threatened European mammal species under climate change

Current species’ range displacements are mostly triggered by climate change but European landscapes are largely dominated by human activities. In this study we identify the most promising spatial adaptive trajectories (SATs) for the thirty most threatened non volant mammal species in Europe up to 2080 (under three climate and land change scenarios) and where/when SATs of each species synchronically converge. We found large contrasts on the persistence of species in SATs, with some species largely reliant on the functionality of areas where many SATs converge. Overall, SATs and convergence centers are not adequately covered by existing conservation areas and coincide with crop and arable lands, compromising species persistence. It is important to invest in the protection of SATs and convergence centers through a mix of conventional instruments and new collaborative forms with the socio-economy. Anticipative plans at long-term coupled with risk analysis offer decision-makers templates to prevent negative surprises.

INTRODUCTION

Local species’ extinctions, declining abundance trends and displacements of species from their current range limits are three corollaries of climate change (Chen et al. 2011; Pacifici et al. 2015) which, given time lags on species’ responses, may still be a superficial overview of a much bigger issue (Barnosky et al. 2011; Devictor et al. 2012; Menéndez et al. 2006). At the most fundamental level, when species’ populations are not able to adapt to the new local climatic conditions, colonization of new suitable areas is the last guarantee of species to persist (Hof et al. 2011; Parmesan 2006). The success of these displacements depends on the interplay between species-specific dispersal rates, climate change velocity, and on the environmental/ecological conditions in the source, the colonizing areas and the regions in between (Brito-Morales et al. 2018; Burrows et al. 2014).

Planning methods capable to predict where, when and how areas are expected to provide important ecological benefits deliver anticipative guidelines to catch opportunities and by-pass bottlenecks such that cost-effective biodiversity conservation solutions are identified (Maxwell et al. 2020; Mokany et al. 2020; Watson et al. 2016). European leaderships have strong scientific backgrounds to carry over effective conservation decisions capable to accommodate the predicted shits of climate and land-use which will modulate European (EU28) landscapes at medium to long-terms.

We take advantage of a recently proposed climate-dedicated spatial conservation planning tool (Alagador et al. 2014, 2016) to assess the aptitude of EU28 landscapes to provide quality habitat for the thirty non-volant mammal species with the largest extinction risk (Table 1) to spatially adapt and persist (up to 2080) to estimated climate and land use changes.

We use spatial adaptive trajectories (SATs) as analytical units in which the persistence of each species up to 2080 is measured (see Methods). A SAT represents a time-ordered sequence of sites (10km x 10 km grid cells in EU28 map), with each site reported to a given time period (baseline, 2020, 2050 and 2080). In each SAT, the persistence of a species, \( P_s \), is calculated as the product of the estimated climate suitability scores (in the corresponding sites and time periods) with estimates of species dispersal/colonization success along the sequence of sites in SATs (see Methods).
Four sets of SATs representing four hypothetical spatial adaptive responses of species were pinpointed. For each species, the unconstrained sets comprehend the 500 SATs offering the largest persistence expectancies ($C_s^*$). For each $C_s^*$ the total persistence associated to the whole set was recorded, $P_s^*$. Because the sites with the largest climatic suitability for a species tend to be clustered, $C_s^*$ SATs are typically condensed in space with several SATs synchronically converging in the same site at a given period of time. The larger the number of SATs crossing a site $i$ in a time period $t$ (i.e. convergence level $conv_{i,t}^*$) the more central the site is in the SAT network. The full persistence of a species in $C_s^*$ is therefore largely reliant on the functionality of these convergence centers.

We depicted an alternate set of SATs for each species: a subset of $C_s^*$ SATs ($C_{is}$) deprived of convergence centers and in which the overall persistence of species in SATs is maximized $P_{is}^*$. The number of SATs in $C_{is}$ is negatively related with the number of convergence centers in $C_s^*$ and the distribution of $conv_{i,t}^*$. In these cases, $P_{is}^* \ll P_s^*$, but the functionality of the whole SAT network is not dependent of any central site. In $C_{is}$ all the SATs constitute redundant responses of species to climate change, a property that largely favors robustness of SAT networks (Cagua et al. 2019; Williams and Musolesi 2016; Zhan et al. 2017).

We also tested two other scenarios in which SATs are made of fixed sites (i.e. discrete, independent populations of a species stationary along time). SATs in REF1 are made of the sites likely to best sustain individual species populations over time (i.e. the largest persistence). SATs in REF2 are made of sites presenting the largest suitability scores in the baseline time. REF2 mimics a myopic, short-term conservation aptitude in which conservation priority areas for conservation are evaluated based on current status while neglecting future dynamics. In both sets, the persistence of species in each SAT is obtained by the product of site suitability scores through time.

We used three areal attributes to outline the viability of SATs and convergence centers in $C_s^*$: protected area (PAs) and Natura 2000 (N2k) coverage; extent of urban, arable, forest, crops and grass lands, and; habitat disturbance (Fig. S1). We related the overall species persistence in each SAT set and in singular SATs to those attributes. Assessments were grounded on four time periods (a baseline period, 2020, 2050 and 2080), using three Representative Concentration Pathways related with future climate scenarios (RCP 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5), corresponding land change trajectories and four dispersal success parameterizations (see Methods). Specifically, this study aims to resolve the following questions:

a) Where (distinct sets of) SATs and convergence centers will be located up to 2080? How SATs and convergence centers are characterized in terms of current protection, changing land uses and current habitat disturbance?

b) What is the expected persistence of each species within their optimal SAT sets? Are species persistence largely dependent on the good performance of convergence centers? How conservation areas, land use classes and habitat disturbance levels relate with species persistence scores in SATs?

c) How much dependent are species persistence on dispersal colonization processes?

**General patterns of SATs and convergence centers**

The area encompassed by the SATs (either the $C_s^*$ or $C_{is}$) concerning the thirty species covers approximately 600,000 km-sq (20.3% of EU28, average among scenarios), but merging the solutions obtained in the 12 tested scenarios, the total SAT area...
rise up to approximately 700,000 km-sq (i.e. 23.7% of the study area) (Fig. 1; for species specific maps see Fig. S3). Therefore, with an extra 100,000 km-sq the areas accommodate the uncertainty associated to the tested climate scenarios and dispersal assumptions (compare Fig. S4-S6).

### FIGURE 1 #

While the great majority of the sites crossed by SATs are useful for only one species (Fig. 1), sites in certain regions offer conditions for up to four species to use them as part of SATs. These sites are scattered along Europe mostly occurring in Western Europe (SW Portugal), the Northern Europe (Finnish boreal forests), the Central Europe (along a large extent of Austria) and the Eastern Europe (in small spots along Slovakia and Romania) (Fig. 1, Fig. S7 & S8). These same regions also enclose the most important convergence centers measured either by the number of species that a site \( i \) constitutes a convergent point at \( t \) (Fig. S6) or by the total persistence associated to the SATs of all species crossing \( i \) at \( t \) (Fig. S9-S10).

### Species-specific persistence and levels of SAT convergence

Only seven species exhibit \( P^s > 250 \) (average among scenarios) and, among these, the European pine marten, *Martes martes*, is the one with the most promising perspectives of successful adaptation to climate change in both \( C^s \) and \( C^l \) SATs (\( P^s \approx P^l = 420-423 \)) (Fig. 2, Fig. 3 & Fig. S11). There are however five species with low overall persistence scores in \( C^s \) (i.e. \( P^s < 10 \), average among scenarios), three of which with \( P^l < 1 \) (Fig. S11). Generally, \( c_{on u^s_{i,t}} \) are not related with climate suitability in site \( i \) and time period \( t \) neither with the persistence scores associated to the SATs crossing \( i \) (Fig. S12).

### FIGURE 2 #

For eight species, \( C^s \) already define an independent set of SATs (Fig. 3 & Fig. S11) but for 17 species the number of SATs in \( C^l \) is less than half the number of \( C^s \) SATs, with levels of SAT convergence ranging from 7-17 (forest dormouse, *Dryomys nitedula*) to 164-214 of the Iberian Lynx, *Lynx pardinus* (Fig. 3, Fig. S11 & Table 1), depending on the climate x dispersal scenario assessed.

### FIGURE 3 #

**Moving versus fixed SATs**

Our results show that some species are largely reliant on spatial displacements to persist up to 2080 (Fig. 2 & Fig. S5). For example, the persistence of the Iberian lynx, in \( REF^1 \) is 15 times lower than \( P^s \). Furthermore, for half of the species persistence in \( REF^2 \) was much lower than in \( REF^1 \), which proofs the large declining rates of climatic suitability in the sites presenting the most favorable climates in the baseline period.
**Protected areas, Natura 2000 and SATs**

Depending on the scenario tested, the whole SATs of the 30 species encompass 20-25% and 28-33% of PAs and N2k area in Europe (Fig. S14), respectively.

Only for three species >20% of SATs area is enclosed by PAs in some period of time (Fig. S15). These are the northernmost distributed species: the wolverine (41.6%; in RCP 8.5, D1 scenario), the arctic fox (26.2%) and the mountain hare, *Lepus timidus* (21.6%). Contrarily, SAT coverage by N2k is largely satisfactory (>20% SAT area) for 14 species (Fig. S16). Important fractions of the climatic suitability characterizing *C* and *Cl* SATs of the Iberian ibex, *Capra pyrenaica*, and the Iberian lynx are enclosed by N2k (Fig. S17).

A darker picture emerges when conservation area performance is assessed using the persistence outlooks related with their top-persistence SATs rather than on the most common analyses based on areal coverage. Only the Arctic fox, the wolverine and the mountain hare, *Lepus timidus*, present >10% of *P* within PAs and for the first two species these values largely decrease when referring to the *Cl* (<2% *Pl*) (Fig. 4). The performance of N2k is less troublesome as it accommodates >10% of total persistence of *C* SATs of eight species. Similarly, to PAs, persistence coverage of *Cl* SATs by N2K is greatly reduced (Fig. 3c).

For most species both conservation area networks fail to capture the sites with the largest SAT convergence levels (*IRR* ≈ 1, *P* < 0.05) (Table 1). These alarming results are still reinforced with the unrelatedness of conservation area coverage (for PAs and N2k) and the persistence associated to the crossing *C* and *Cl* SATs (Fig. S18 & Tables S6).

**Land use, habitat disturbance and SATs**

For most species, *C* and *Cl* are characterized by similar land use patterns. Cropland is the dominant land use among the SATs of most species (60% of SATs area, average value). For eight species, SATs in *C* match regions of high habitat disturbance (e.g. *hii* = 53 for the Egyptian mongoose, *Herpestes ichneumon*, and the crested porcupine, *Histrix cristata*). Contrarily, the SATs of the northernmost distributed species (Arctic fox and wolverine) comprehend areas of reduced habitat disturbance, with *hii* = 5 and *hii* = 2, respectively.

In *Cl* sets, only forest land coverage relates significantly and positively with single SAT persistence scores for five or more species (*n* = 5; *βpers* = 0.05). Significant negative relationships for five or more species is provided by arable land (*n* = 7; *βpers* = -0.1), cropland (*n* = 7; *βpers* = -0.05) and habitat disturbance, *hii* (*n* = 5; *βpers* = -0.01) (Fig. S18&S19 & Tables S6).

Only for a restricted number of species land use relates significantly with the occurrence of a convergence point (Table S4&S7&S8). Negative relationships with levels of SAT convergence were more prevalent for cropland (*n* = 4, median value; *βconv* = -0.66 to -0.47, mean values) and habitat disturbance (*n* = 5, *βconv* = -0.44 to -0.36) with sites without the effects of such factors presenting the largest SAT-convergence levels in *C* (*αconv* = 12-16, mean values among species and 11-32, among time-
periods) (Table S7). Contrarily, the largest positive relationships with converge levels occur mostly with arable land ($\bar{p}_{con} = 0.56$ to $0.66$, for the four time periods), with the highest rates of convergence increase by area covered obtained with grassland ($IRR = 3.8-7.0$, average value).

**DISCUSSION**

This study provides a comprehensive overview about the location, effectiveness, redundancy and robustness of networks of the SATs of the thirty most threatened non-volant mammal species in EU28 up to 2080. Our results suggest deeply contrasting persistence perspectives among species, with the estimated overall persistence of Cabrerae vole (the less adaptive species) in their $C^s$ SATs being 0.3- 0.7% the persistence of the pine marten (the species with the best adaptive prospects). We also evaluated the redundancy of $C^s$ SATs by looking into the levels of SAT convergence ($\max con\nu^s_{1,t}$) in the whole $C^s$ sets.

Finding independent sets of SATs with the largest overall persistence for a species in $C^P$ ($P^s$) allowed us to indirectly correct the overall persistence in $C^s$ ($P^s$) with the integration of the risk of losing convergence centers. We found that although some species present large $P^s$, those values are largely reliant on the functionality of a few sites with large $con\nu^s_{1,t} \geq 10$, or a significant number of sites with $1 > con\nu^s_{1,t} > 10$ (see Fig. 2 & Fig. 3).

Based on $P^s$, $P^h$ and $con\nu^s_{1,t}$, we were able to depict three groups of species with distinct susceptibility to climate change (i.e. $P^s$ and $P^h$) and to the loss of habitat integrity ($con\nu^s_{1,t}$) (Fig. 3a). This classification provides an analytical guideline potentially useful to define the management actions needed for an effective protection of species at long-term. The species for which the top-persistence SATs provide large persistence expectancies ($P^s \geq 100$) and present the lowest convergence levels ($con\nu^s_{1,t} < 10$) (Fig. 3a, nine species in class I) are not significantly impacted by the forecasted climate change rates but the areas defining SATs may still merit conservation attention, such that the whole environmental conditions for species’ populations to strive are provided. For these species, reducing local threats along the whole network of SATs turns persistence therein well accounted by the sole effect of climate shifts, as here considered in Eq. 2 (see Methods).

The species with large persistence scores $P^s$ that also present large levels of SAT-convergence (Fig. 3a, six species in class II) display a fairly good persistence perspective but are largely dependent on the functionality of a few places, at specific time periods (i.e. convergence centers). Contrarily to the previous group, for which spatio-temporal homogeneous interventions along SATs are appropriate, for the species in this group, safeguarding the full functionality of convergence centers (especially, the most central ones) needs to be particularly enforced to assure that their supportive value subsists by the times SATs are predicted to cross them. Typically, the SATs crossing each convergence centers encompass small and compact regions which facilitates management actions, reduce logistical resources and decrease mid to long-terms costs.

Finally, the species presenting low persistence prospects $P^s$ (Fig. 3a, 15 species in class III), are the species that will be severely limited by the sole effect of climate change (i.e. dispersal rates lower than climate change rate). Their low climate-related persistence scores may still allow some populations to persist for extended periods of time, if finer topographical, hydrological and climatic setups provide suitable conditions for species to survive (this may be especially determinant for small bodied species which may hold in small habitat networks; e.g. the rodent species in this study) (Fordham et al. 2016; Urban 2015; Zellweger et al. 2020). For some species that subsist below minimum viable conditions (i.e. extinction debt), active conservation measures beyond habitat preservation may enlarge the horizons of local persistence (Strassburg et al. 2019;
Volenc and Dobson 2019). Habitat restoration and assisted colonization may be their last chances to persist. The former interventions need to address not only the full coverage of SATs, but to prioritize efforts in convergence centers (if existing), as the local extinction of species is very much related with the ecological condition on those sites. The areas targeted for assisted colonization need to maintain adequate climatic and habitat conditions at long-term. Noteworthy, the SAT framework here proposed may assist the optimal identification of those areas. Making dispersal success maximal \((d_{P(1)}^T = 1)\) for the time-periods when dispersal success between sites \(i\) and \(j\) is below an acceptable threshold and the colonizing areas \(j\) (and their neighboring areas) are likely to present high climatic suitability, the SATs persistence score internalizes the facilitative effect of assisted interventions. Although critical for some species these approaches are not ecologically neutral and require a cautious evaluation on the impacts a new species over native communities (Hunter 2007; Loss et al. 2011; Lunt et al. 2013).

If the great majority of past assessments (covering a myriad of spatial and taxonomic contexts) conclude about the large ineptitude of conservation areas to adequately offset the challenges brought on by current and future rates of climate change over species (Araújo et al. 2011; Heikkinen et al. 2020; Johnston et al. 2013; Monzón et al. 2011), the use of SATs (analytical/conservation units with a spatio-temporal nature) retrieves a still gloomier prospect on the performance of conservation areas (Table 2). This is because: 1) the SATs integrate a temporal dimension which implies that the effectiveness of conservation areas in assisting the protection of SATs is dependent on an extended overview of SATs along time - with large temporal ranges and with high dispersive species, less likely a few fixed conservation areas adequately entangle SATs within their boundaries; 2) the use of persistence scores in SATs to evaluate conservation area effectiveness (instead of sole areal-based metrics) makes the set of SATs heterogeneous in value and therefore turns less likely bounding the top-persistence SATs by conservation areas.

Aside the climate perspectives characterizing SAT sets (which for many species are already concerning), SAT viability is also dependent on ground attributes. Our results also attest the weak relationship between levels of SAT-convergence and conservation area coverage. Alarmingly, the levels of SAT convergence of two and three species show a negative relationship with PAs and N2k coverage, respectively (median values among 12 climate and dispersal scenarios). This is a particular new finding that supplies conservation area assessments with an inquiry about the timing particular sites emerge as central adaptive points for a particular species and therefore the risks associated to their degradation. When compared to PAs, the greater perspectives delivered by N2k was also obtained in a previous study in EU28 with a much larger taxonomic breadth (Araújo et al. 2011). With \(P^s\) and \(P^f\) dependent of spatially continuous dispersal events, the results obtained in our study steam from the largest area and connectivity of N2k when compared to PAs (Santini et al. 2016; Saura et al. 2018).

The reasonable performance of conservation areas for some species is not a guarantee of future viability in Europe. For most of the analyzed species SATs are largely coincident with crops, arable lands and forests (in EU28 a large fraction are production forests). Preserving high-value habitat for biodiversity requires supportive measures beyond formal conservation areas. Habitat restoration and active legislation and programs to limit threats among unprotected and ecologically-functional lands may provide transient means to safeguard the areas defined by SATs at proper timings (Armsworth and Sanchirico 2008; Huang et al. 2020; Xie et al. 2020). This looks to be especially relevant for one third of the mammal species here analyzed with top-persistence
SATs located in areas of large anthropic pressure ($\bar{n}$ > 40) (Fig. S15) and for the species with sites with largest convergence scores located in areas with habitat disturbance (Table S8).

For implementation purposes a wide set of conservation costs, the flexibility provided by land markets and bio-banking schemes (Salzman et al. 2018) and the conservation value of off-protected areas (Armsworth et al. 2006; Armsworth et al. 2015; Armsworth and Sanchirico 2008) would bring important socioeconomic perspectives to the framework (Naidoo et al. 2006). After the identification of the top-persistence SATs for each species, a multiple-species optimized protocol, capable to accommodate the commonalities associated to the protection of areas suitable for several species while also integrating socioeconomic information, would lead to the reduction of financial requirements, the total area needed and the conflicts with pernicious socioeconomic activities, while ensuring the accomplishment of conservation goals. Optimized area scheduling models using SATs as selection units and species persistence targets were already proposed (Alagador and Cerdeira 2017, 2019). With the present study evidencing the pivotal role of convergence centers for persistence of species, after obtaining optimized solutions for multiple species, a post-processing step of adding into the final solutions the (intra or interspecific) convergence centers considered more advantageous for species (i.e. either because of convergence level, vulnerability to climate change or habitat disturbance) may prove sounding. This step instigates the protection of critical convergence centers and will be particularly easy to consider if they are already well preserved and/or expected to be so in the future (Eaton et al. 2019; Pereira et al. 2017; Rayfield et al. 2011).

With an overview of the most determinant spatial trajectories for species to adapt to plausible scenarios of climate change in EU28 up to 2080 along with the characterization of the sites crossed by those SATs, policy makers may conform their current decisions and actions to the improvement of existing conservation structures (i.e. conservation areas and regulatory measures on land use) and to the reconciliation of biodiversity conservation with human development, thus meeting one pivotal dimension of the new European Green Deal. Aligned with the new European Biodiversity Strategy post-2020 (http://www.alternet.info/outputs/alter-net-eklipse-conf-2019), efforts will need to be made to revise past conservation efforts in EU28 (e.g. PAs and N2k), to supplement them with new conservation areas. Spatial conservation tools need to endorse flexibility and dynamism to solutions such that current and future environmental and socioeconomic challenges are accommodated (D’Aloia et al. 2019). We trust that the SAT framework here proposed might be considered by planners and policy-makers in urgently undertaking taxonomic-comprehensive assessments to identify and appraise the functionality of SATs and high convergence areas in a strategy to set up a Pan-European ecological network resilient to climate change, where, conservation goals, climate mitigation and sustainable economic expectations are maximized.

**METHODS**

**Biodiversity data and modelling**

We analyzed thirty species which require active conservation efforts at the EU28 scale. Twenty two mammal species of conservation concern, listed in annex IV of Habitats Directive (Directive 92/43/EEC: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:31992L0043). For the species in annex IV “a strict protection regime must be applied across their entire natural range within the European Union (EU28), both within and outside Natura 2000 areas”. Originally, this annex lists 141 species, but we discarded: (1) marine species (order Cetacea and family Phocidae); (2) volant species (order Microchiroptera and Megachiroptera) given their very specialized habitats, and (3) species with less than 20 occurrence records in *The Atlas of European Mammals* (Mitchell-Jones et al. 1999). We also added eight species more: *Gulo gulo*, from annex II.
(“their core habitats within European Union should be managed in accordance to their ecological needs”), that is also classified a priority species (an endangered species with a large fraction of its habitats within EU28 limits) and seven species in annex V - "member states must ensure that their exploitation and taking in the wild is compatible with maintaining them in a favorable conservation status" - given their current decreasing population trends (following the IUCN Red List: https://www.iucnredlist.org/). For all but four of the species in analysis (Canis aureus, Hystrix cristata, Mustela putorius and Spermophilus citellus) the climatic suitability within European conservation areas is likely to diminish up until 2080, even under the less drastic change scenarios (Araújo et al. 2011) (Table S1).

The species occurrence data were obtained at the EU28 scale, based on The Atlas of European Mammals, at 50 km x 50 km grid cells. We collected bioclimatic data to reflect the averaged baseline conditions (1960-1990). The selected bioclimatic variables reflect a large component of the energy-water requirements (extreme values and seasonality) of a wide set of mammal species (Maiorano et al. 2011; Morán-Ordóñez et al. 2017): annual-seasonality of temperature (SD, °C); annual accumulated precipitation (mm); mean temperature of the coldest quarter (°C) and mean precipitation of the driest quarter (mm). However, because there is surprisingly little experimental work for any particular species to guide the choice of bioclimatic limiting variables, the variables are generic and represent a hypothetical minimum basic set to undertake niche-based modeling at the EU28 scale. Climate data were obtained from CHELSA (Karger et al. 2017, http://chelsa-climate.org/) at 30-arsec edge resolution (approx. 1 km-sq). For model calibration (matching occurrence data) and projection, data were rescaled to 50 km x 50 km and 10-arcmin x 10-arcmin grid cell resolution, respectively, using area-weighted averaging.

We used biomod2 (Thuiller et al. 2009), a package in CRAN-R (https://cran.r-project.org/), to fit seven species distributions models (SDMs) (Artificial Neural Networks; Boosted regression Trees; Classification Trees; Flexible Discriminant Analysis; Generalized Additive Models; Generalized Linear Models and Surface Range Envelopes) for each species. The climatic predictors were standardized into a zero-one scale. Models were calibrated using ten random samples made of 80% occurrence data and evaluated on the remaining 20% using the model-specific default parameters in biomod2. For each run, five random samples of pseudo-absences were obtained with the number of pseudo-absences being the lowest between ten times the number of species’ occurrences or 1,145 (half of the total number of grid cells in the atlases “European” maps). Models with True Skill Statistic (TSS) values below 0.5 were discarded from further analysis (Table S2).

In order to evaluate the effects of climate change, current and future predictions (1991-2020, referred 2020; 2021-2050, referred 2050, and; 2051-2080, referred 2080) of the four bioclimatic variables were obtained from a new generation of five global circulation models (GCMs) included in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al. 2011) (CSCM4, GFDL-CM3, HadGEM2-climate change, INMCM4 and MIROC5) (for acronyms and description see Scoccimarro et al. 2013). The GCMs were selected as they cover a remarkable variability in terms of global future climate outlooks (Sanderson et al. 2015). Predictions were made for three representative concentration pathways (RCPs), representing a decreasing gradient of global climate change mitigation efforts by 2100 - RCP4.5, RCP6 and RCP8.5 - based on the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Moss et al. 2010). Calibrated with baseline period data (see above), the SDMs were ran with the bioclimatic projections for each time period x GCM x RCP combination. For baseline period and each RCP projection, we obtained a TSS-weighted consensus map based on the seven modelling techniques. For current and future time periods x RCP, final consensus projections were made after averaging the “TSS-weighted maps” among the five GCMs.
In order to remove effects of sample size when comparing models for species with distinct prevalence, we corrected suitability values using the favorability function (Acevedo and Real 2012). Favorability describes the deviation of local suitability for a species from what it would be expected by its prevalence. As a result, favorability values higher than 0.5 occur where local conditions favor the presence of the species. For convenience, we keep designating by suitability the favorability scores obtained for each species.

In the baseline period, where a species occurrence was not recorded the corresponding suitability score was set to zero. For future time periods, to overcome plausible situations of species being recorded in sink (non-viable) areas, we defined unsuitable in all the time periods the 10 arcmin x 10 arcmin grid cells (henceforth sites) with suitability projections lower than the 10th-percentile score obtained in baseline period among the sites nested in the 50 km x 50 km grid cells with species records (i.e. atlas data). Henceforth, suitability score of species $s$ in site $i$ at time $t$ is referred as $\alpha_{i,t}$.

A model of dispersal success ($d_{D}^{s}$) related to the geographic distance between a source and colonizing site, $D$, was built for each species, $s$, using dispersal rate information from Schloss et al. (2012). For the species with no information, we estimated dispersal rates by averaging dispersal rates of taxonomically-similar species, with body weight on the same order of magnitude. We calibrated $D_{\text{max}}^{s}$ to reflect the distance the species $s$ is able to disperse in 30 yrs (Table S3; Fig. S2). Alongside median dispersal rates, we also accounted for possible long-distance dispersal events using $D_{\text{max}}^{s} = 1.5 \times D_{\text{max}}^{s}$. For each of the 30 species, we used the same simplified exponential decaying function over geographic distance (Eq.1), assuming that suitable climates and habitats for the establishment, survival, and reproduction of populations will exist between the source and the receptor areas, along the 30 yrs interval between time slices (i.e. the dispersal periods) and that populations will disperse directly into the closest suitable receptor site.

$$
\begin{align*}
\left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
    d_{D}^{s} = \exp \left( -\alpha, \frac{D}{D_{\text{max}}^{s}} \right), & D \leq D_{\text{max}}^{s} \\
    d_{D}^{s} = 0, & D > D_{\text{max}}^{s}
    \end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
$$

(Eq.1)

The measure of dispersal success ranges from zero to one. We parameterized $\alpha$ to produce two settings of dispersal success corresponding to $d_{D_{\text{min}}}^{s} = 0.05$ and $d_{D_{\text{max}}}^{s} = 0.025$ (i.e. in 1000 dispersal events from the source to a receptor site distancing $D_{\text{max}}^{s}$, only 50 and 25 events result in a successful established colonization, respectively).

All the analyses were performed crossing both the three RCPs and the four dispersal assumptions (made by intersecting the two $D_{\text{max}}^{s}$ and the two $\alpha$ parameterizations).

### Spatial adaptive trajectories

We used the dispersal corridor concept proposed in Alagador et al. (2014) to represent the spatial adaptive trajectories (SATs) of species (i.e. the spatial displacements of local populations of species along time). A SAT is an ordered set of sites $c = (i_0, i_1, ..., i_T)$, where each site corresponds to one period of time. An index of persistence for a species $s$ in a SAT $c (P_{c}^{s})$ was settled using two ecological descriptors which modulate the spatial responses of species to climate change, i.e. local climatic suitability and dispersal success:

$$
P_{c}^{s} = \alpha_{i_0}^{s} \times d_{D(\ell_{1}i_1)}^{s} \times \alpha_{i_1}^{s} \times d_{D(\ell_{2}i_2)}^{s} \times ... \times d_{D(\ell_{T-1}i_T)}^{s} \times \alpha_{i_T}^{s}
$$

(Eq.2)
where SAT \( c \) is made by the sites \( i_0, i_1, \ldots, i_T \) referenced to the time-periods \( 0, 1, \ldots, T \), respectively; \( \alpha_{it}^s \) is the estimated suitability in site \( i \), for species \( s \), during time-period \( t \) (suitability increases in a zero to one range); \( D(i,j) \) refers to the distance between sites \( i \) and \( j \) (geographic distance herein), and \( d^*_{D(i,j)} \) defines the dispersal success of species \( s \) (Eq. 1). Note that a SAT may be comprised by a single site used along all the time periods analyzed (i.e. \( i_0 = i_1 = \ldots = i_T \)). In this case, \( d^*_{D(i,j)} = 1 \) (Eq.1).

Potentially, \( P^*_{it} \) ranges from zero, when at least one of the factors in the product is zero, to one, when local suitability and dispersal success along the SAT are repetitively maximum (i.e. one). It is worth noting that i) the persistence index \( P^*_{it} \) can be calculated using the information provided in the more commonly available data (i.e. local suitability predictions derived from SDMs and dispersal success obtained from empirical or experimental dispersal kernels); and ii) if \( \alpha_{it}^s \) and \( d^*_{D(i,j)} \) refer to true probabilities, \( P^*_{it} \) can be interpreted as the probability of success of a population of species \( s \) to persist along the SAT \( c \), from a baseline time period until \( T \).

For each species, we identified the 500 different SATs with the largest persistence scores using the algorithm developed by Martins et al. (1999). The selection of SATs was made for each combination of three RCPs (\( cl \in \{ \text{RCP4.5, RCP6.0, RCP8.5} \} \)) and four dispersal scenarios (\( dp \in \{ \text{D1, D2, D3, D4} \} \) (Fig. S2), thus leading to 12 sets of the 500 top-persistence SATs determined for each species \( s \), \( C^s(cl,dp) \). The selection of 500 SATs for each species was made under the rationale that, 500 is a sufficient number to grasp SATs where persistence scores are significantly different from zero, such to provide minimum guarantees of success (Fig. S13). In species-centered studies, the number of SATs to select could depend on the exact number of SATs providing a minimum guarantee of success for a species. For the species for which fewer than 500 SATs with no-null persistence scores exist, we identified the maximum number available (to simplify, we refer to 500 to represent both of the cases).

**Independent spatial adaptive trajectories**

Given the spatial auto-correlated nature of geophysical processes (e.g. climate) and, consequently, of environmental suitability for a species (e.g. climatic suitability), it is likely that, among the set of high persistence SATs for a species \( [C^s(cl,dp)] \), some cross adjacent areas and, in some cases, converge in a site in one (or more) periods of time. The habitats within these synchronically converging sites are particularly important to protected because they are central points for the successful adaptation of a species to climate change. In the case of severe degradation of a single site where several SATs meet, the perspectives of a full realized adaptive response of a species may be severely compromised. Because the extent of failure is related with the number of SATs synchronically concentrating in a site, we thus introduce a measure of the convergence level of site \( i \) at time period \( t \) [\( \text{conv}^*_{it}(cl, dp) \)], as the number of SATs in \( C^s(cl,dp) \) that intersect at site \( i \) in time period \( t \). High values of \( \text{conv}^*_{it}(cl, dp) \) indicate that \( i \) is a pivotal area for species \( s \) persistence in, at least, time period \( t \). We also define the convergence level of the whole set of SATs, \( C^s(cl,dp) \) to be largest convergence level among all sites and all time-periods, i.e. max \( \text{conv}^*(cl,dp) = \max_{(i,t)} \text{conv}^*_{it}(cl, dp) \). Note that in any set of independent SATs for a species \( s \), max \( \text{conv}^*(cl,dp)=1 \), while for an unconstrained set of 500 SATs, max \( \text{conv}^*(cl,dp) = 500 \).

When two SATs converge in a site in a same time period, we say the SATs are dependent. If a set of SATs is independent (i.e., has no two dependent SATs), the sum of persistence of all SATs with respect to the same species \( s \) can be interpreted as the expected number of single populations of the species that will persist in a given time horizon. It is therefore relevant to identify
for each species a subset \( CI_{(cl,dp)} \) of independent SATs of \( Ci_{(cl,dp)} \) for which the sum of persistence scores is maximum, and compare the overall persistence of \( Ci_{(cl,dp)} \):

\[
P^s_{(cl, dp)} = \sum_{c \in CI_{(cl,dp)}} P^s_c
\]

(Eq.3)

with the overall persistence of \( Ci_{(cl,dp)} \):

\[
PT^s_{(cl, dp)} = \sum_{c \in CI_{(cl,dp)}} P^s_c
\]

(Eq.4)

while also accounting for the fraction of SATs in \( Ci_{(cl,dp)} \) that are retained in \( Ci_{(cl,dp)} \), i.e. \(|Ci_{(cl,dp)}| / 500\), in the present case-study. Table 3 summarizes the meaning of the different symbols introduced above.

From here on, when no ambiguity exist we simply notation by excluding the reference to the climate and dispersal combination used (i.e. \( cl,dp \)).

**Fixed population adaptive trajectories**

In order to assess the benefits of providing good quality habitats along the SATs expected to carry optimal climatic conditions for species to naturally adapt climate change, we compared the persistence expectancies, \( P^s \), related with \( Ci^s \), with the persistence expectancies in two types of referential SAT sets, both characterized by assuming populations fixed along time (i.e. \( i_0 = i_1 = i_2 = i_3 = j \), in Eq.2). One such referential set is made of the 500 fixed SATs that provide the largest persistence scores (\( REF1^s \)). The other set is made of the 500 SATs using the most suitable sites in baseline period (\( REF2^s \)). Both, the persistence scores associated to each SAT and to whole set of SATs in each of these referential sets were contrasted with the respective scores persistence scores \( P^s_{Ci} \) and \( P^s_{Ci} \). We also obtained similar referential sets to contrast with the independent set of SATs, \( Ci^s \). They are subsets \( REF1^s \) and \( REF2^s \), with the number of SATs equal to the size of \( Ci^s \).

**Land use, habitat degradation and conservation areas**

We characterized the European landscape using land-use classes, a gradient of habitat degradation and the location of conservation areas (i.e. PAs & N2k) (Fig. S1). We used data from the ALARM project (Settele et al. 2012; Settele et al. 2005; Spangenberg 2007) to obtain spatial projections of land-use classes in baseline and 2020, 2050 and 2080. Although, more recent land-use projections exist (e.g. Land Use Harmonization, http://luh.umd.edu), their coarser resolution and global emphasis made us to opt for the European-based, 250 m x 250 m resolution ALARM dataset. Given that ALARM projections were established using the emissions scenarios developed in IPCC’s AR4, we realigned them to the more recent AR5 RCPs.
Following Rogelj et al. (2012) and Spangenberg et al. (2012) the scenario of maximum land use change (GRAS: GRowth Applied Strategy), stemming from the most severe A1FI scenario, was matched with RCP8.5; the moderate change scenario (BAMBUSEL: Business As Might Be Usual followed by a Shock in Energy-price Level), covering the A2 scenario, was matched with RCP6 and the lowest land use change scenario (SEDG, Sustainable-Europe Development Goal), derived from B1, matched the RCP4.5. The ALARM land-use data follow the CORINE classification system (see https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/corine-land-cover/view). Land in each site is catalogue either as build-up (urban land), arable land, forest land, grassland, permanent crops and others. Given the indistinct character of the “others” class we opted to discard it out from analysis. We obtained the percentage of each original 10-arcmin x 10-arcmin site covered by each of land-use class.

We used the newest human footprint index 2.0 (hii) (Venter et al. 2016, available at https://wcshumanfootprint.org/) as a measure of local anthropic disturbance derived from either direct and indirect human intervention over the landscape. The original 1 km x 1 km site data were averaged to 10-arcmin edge-site scale to match species’ data. The original hii values range from zero to 50, but we standardized hii into a zero to 100 range, to pair the percentage units used in the remaining variables analyzed (Fig. S1). The largest hii values represent areas of highly artificialized (degraded) habitats.

We analyzed two spatial conservation templates in Europe. The N2k, the centerpiece of EU28 nature and biodiversity policy, is a wide network of nature protection areas established under the 1992 Habitats Directive, to support the long-term survival of Europe’s most valuable and threatened species and habitats. We obtained georeferenced information for N2k from the web page of the European Environment Agency (available at https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/natura-11; date 7 March 2019). Data regarding PAs were downloaded from the World Database on Protected Areas website (available at https://www.protectedplanet.net/; date: 7 March 2019). We limited the analyzes to the I-IV IUCN categories, as these are presumed to be the ones with the highest mandates to protect biodiversity therein. We mapped polygon data and point data PAs, with boundaries for the latter assuming a circular shape, centered on the original point and spanning the referenced area. We merged polygon and circular areas in a final PAs map. We measured the fraction of each site covered by each of these conservation schemes (Fig. S1).

**Spatial analyzes**

For each species, we mapped $C^s$ and $C^h$, respecting each of the three RCPs x four dispersal scenario combinations. For each of the SAT sets, we: 1) evaluated the frequency selection of each site, among the 12 scenarios tested (for each time-period in analysis and for all periods together); 2) counted the number of species using SATs crossing each site (in each time period and all together); 3) summed (overall) persistence scores associated to the SATs that cross each site to produce a map reflecting the total persistence benefit carried by each site (for each species and all together); 4) mapped the convergence levels, max conv, of all sites in Europe, (for each species and all species together), and 5) assessed the spatial stability of SATs across time, measuring the average number of time periods each site is used by SATs (averages obtained among the four dispersal scenarios for each RCP).

We then overlaid all these maps with the spatial distribution of land-use classes (percentage coverage), current habitat disturbance (i.e. human footprint index) and conservation areas (percentage coverage) (referred as spatial attributes, see below). We tested about significant relationships between each habitat predictor and persistence scores in the SATs selected for each of the species ($\beta_{pers}$: regression slope).
We also performed a univariate regression analysis to infer about the relationships between the spatial attributes, persistence scores associated to crossing SATs and convergence levels associated to each site and the number of times, among the tested runs (i.e. frequency selection), the site emerged as a priority among the highlighted SATs for the whole set of species ($\beta_{\text{freq}}$: regression slope) (Table S5).

For each species, the relationships between the number of converging SATs in each point ($\text{conv}_{i,t}$) and spatial attributes were tested in two steps. First, differences in the distribution of each of the habitat factors among sites crossed by a single SAT, $\text{conv}_{i,t} = 1$ in a given time-period $t$ and sites crossed by more than one SAT in the same time-period $\text{conv}_{i,t} > 1$ were tested using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with the strictly standardized mean difference as effect size. Second, the relationship between the spatial attributes among the sites with $\text{conv}_{i,t} > 1$ was analyzed using zero-truncated generalized linear model with a log link-function (i.e. Poisson models, $a_{\text{conv}}$: the intersect value; $\beta_{\text{conv}}$: regression slope; IRR: incidence ratio rate, i.e. the average increase on the number of SATs crossing each site, with one-unit increase of each attribute). Statistical analyses were performed in CRAN-R using \textit{lm} function for linear regression models, the \textit{wilcox.test} function for Wilcoxon tests and the \textit{vglm} for the one-truncated Poisson models.

Finally, we quantified the sensitivity of: (1) levels of SAT-convergence, $\text{conv}_{i,t}$, (2) land-use class coverage, (3) the human footprint index, (4) conservation area coverage, (5) the overall species persistence in the different SAT sets (i.e. $C_s$, $CI_s$), and (6) location of SATs, to variation of RCP and dispersal scenarios, independently (Fig. S21-24).

**Simplifying assumptions and analytic caveats**

A number of caveats need to be highlighted in this study. First, results are affected by the general limitations of species distribution modelling (SDMs) (Guisan and Thuiller 2005). They: (1) miss meaningful information about local population dynamics, abundance, population structure, and local extinction risk; (2) neglect the inherent effect of humans on the equilibrium of species to climate (Faurby and Araújo 2018); (3) miss information about the biotic interactions and how these will modify with changing climates (non-analog communities)(Keith et al. 2009); (4) are immersed in large uncertainties concerning the structure of species’ niches (which variables best explain species occurrences? which models best translate those responses?) (Sax et al. 2013). In the future, a better understanding and narrowing of uncertainties will be critical for the utility of suitability maps in decision-making for multiple species.

Second, species occurrences and climate data used to build SDMs were coarse-resolute (i.e. 50 km x 50 km) and therefore miss accurate species/climate matchings within sites, thus leading to underestimations of bioclimatic niches. Furthermore, the large resolute (1 km x 1 km) climate data used for projecting climatic suitability for the thirty species were derived from statistical top-down interpolations that miss the contextual topographic, edaphic and hydrological factors determining climatic patterns and species occurrence potential at very local scales (Lenoir et al. 2017; Pateman et al. 2015; Potter et al. 2013). Additionally, land-use was characterized by six classes which do not clearly define management intensity and levels of habitat disturbance (e.g. distinction between production and semi-natural forestry, agriculture and livestock, etc.). Predictions on land-use evolution for the recent future are largely uncertain and exposed to unpredicted multi-scaled policy decisions (Pontius and Neeti 2009; Popp et al. 2017). With these shortcomings in mind, we opted by undertaking the analyzes using the best available data coherently available for the whole EU28 region. In deepest analyses oriented for implementation purposes, finer and coherent sets of data would provide more robust support.
Third, SAT evaluation is largely reliant on knowledge about dispersal and colonization processes. Accurate data reflecting the main stages compounding dispersal and colonization processes (i.e. emigration, movement, establishment and proliferation events) are seldom available (Lester et al. 2007; Schloss et al. 2012) and there is no taxonomic homogeneity around the traits involved in such mechanisms (Estrada et al. 2016). We accommodated these complexities using simplified dispersal kernel functions based on linear distances between source and colonizing areas rather than on (ideal) functional distances that are very specific among species and space. The persistence metrics associated to SATs assume that dispersal success is independent from colonizing areas. This simplification allowed the analyzes to by-pass the elaborated interactions among those two events, which generate complexities hard to tackle.

Fourth, increasing the number of time-periods to be analyzed along with finer resolute data would better characterize the spatio-temporal continuum that is intrinsic to SATs. Seasonal variability and weather conditions may largely determine the adaptive opportunities of species and the resilience of species’ populations at long-term. Relatedly, in many regions, the variability of microclimates along space greatly exceeds the magnitude of climate change. Ignoring this variability leads to erroneous predictions of climate change impacts on species distributions and, consequently, on important pathways deemed critical for permanent or transitory settlement of species population when responding to climate change (Lenoir 2020; Lenoir et al. 2017; Zellweger et al. 2020). Coarse-scaled assessments may therefore miss underseen oportunities for successful adaptive responses of species and may assume bottlenecks in regions which, at micro-scales, embody suitable conditions for species survival (Baker et al. 2017).

Finally, it is not obvious on how to measure the persistence of a species in several SATs when these are not independent. Several studies have provided evaluations about the centrality of areas within spatial networks of populations (Rozenfeld et al. 2008), individual habitat use (Pereira et al. 2017; Saura and de la Fuente 2017) or PA systems (Chadès et al. 2011), but their experiments do not provide a persistence based measuring associated to the loss of such areas. With such a gap, the framework here introduced relates \( P^c \) with \( P^e \) while accounting for \( \max \ conv^s_{L_I} \), such to integrate the putative effects of loss of central sites over the persistence of a species in \( C^s \) s. A fine-tuned parameterization on the relationship between these measures is needed and depends on well-designed experimental studies.
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Table 1 – The species under study, their dispersal rate ($D_{\text{max}}$) and the range of SAT convergence levels of $C_i$ SATs among the 12 climate x dispersal scenarios. min, 1Q, med, mean, 3Q and max for minimum, 1st quartile, median, mean, 3rd quartile and maximum (i.e. $\text{conv}^x$) convergence scores, respectively; avg n for the average number of sites in SATs where at least two SATs converge in at least one period of time (i.e. $\|x^t v_n^t>1$, for all t).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>species</th>
<th>acronym</th>
<th>$D_{\text{max}}$ (km/yr)</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>1Q</th>
<th>med</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>3Q</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>avg n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alopec lagopus</td>
<td>Aal</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>2.24-2.32</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>48-73</td>
<td>18.00-26.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atelerix algirus</td>
<td>Ala</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>2-8</td>
<td>7-25</td>
<td>15.39-32.79</td>
<td>20.25-41</td>
<td>89-195</td>
<td>13.75-27.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canis aureus</td>
<td>Cau</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>11.05-25.00</td>
<td>11-23.25</td>
<td>64-210</td>
<td>17.00-37.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cricetus cricetus</td>
<td>Ccr</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castor fiber</td>
<td>Clf</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.26</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capra ibex</td>
<td>Cib</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>8.44-15.62</td>
<td>10-21.5</td>
<td>52-122</td>
<td>24.50-44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canis lupus</td>
<td>Ctu</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>2.99-7.63</td>
<td>6-10.75</td>
<td>8-60</td>
<td>51.25-75.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capra pyrenaica</td>
<td>Cpy</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>4-14</td>
<td>11.49-25.00</td>
<td>13-33</td>
<td>74-101</td>
<td>17.00-35.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryomys nitedula</td>
<td>Dni</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.49-3.12</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>7-17</td>
<td>45.25-67.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felis silvestris</td>
<td>Fsy</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>2.15-5.50</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>16-34</td>
<td>56.50-82.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genneta genneta</td>
<td>Gge</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>7.90-12.05</td>
<td>9-18.25</td>
<td>31-58</td>
<td>30.50-48.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulo gulo</td>
<td>Ggu</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>2-11</td>
<td>11.05-17.54</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>56-168</td>
<td>25.75-35.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galenys pyrenaicus</td>
<td>Gpy</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.76-3.00</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>7-13</td>
<td>64.25-82.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesperes ichneumon</td>
<td>Hcr</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>2.57-4.18</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>13-21</td>
<td>55.00-68.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hystrix cristata</td>
<td>Hic</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>6.45-11.30</td>
<td>9-14</td>
<td>42-122</td>
<td>33.50-58.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutra lutra</td>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.49-2.21</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>7-13</td>
<td>43.50-62.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynx lynx</td>
<td>Lly</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynx pardinus</td>
<td>Lpa</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>16.53-31.74</td>
<td>16-35</td>
<td>164-214</td>
<td>13.75-23.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepus timidus</td>
<td>Lti</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocucardius avellanarius</td>
<td>Mav</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micerus cabrerae</td>
<td>Mca</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>2.96-5.67</td>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>44.50-60.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustela lutreola</td>
<td>Mlt</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>3.77-9.39</td>
<td>5-13</td>
<td>22-43</td>
<td>33.50-77.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martes martes</td>
<td>Mma</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustela putorius</td>
<td>Mpu</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovis ammon</td>
<td>Oam</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>5.57-10.99</td>
<td>7-14</td>
<td>37-57</td>
<td>37.50-67.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pteromys volans</td>
<td>Pvo</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1.00-3.15</td>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-85.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupicapra rupicapra</td>
<td>Rru</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>6.92-15.27</td>
<td>7-20</td>
<td>44-67</td>
<td>21.25-40.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicista betulina</td>
<td>Sbe</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spermophilus citellus</td>
<td>Sci</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.00</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursus arctos</td>
<td>Uar</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1.00-1.35</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>0.00-33.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 – Summary results for each species using four criteria (the overall outcomes of C* and C# SATs in EU28: criteria 1 to 6; the outcomes of C* and C# SATs within protected areas (PAs) and Natura 2000 sites (N2k): criteria 1a-13a and 1b-13b, respectively; the outcomes C* and C# SATs related with the human footprint index (HII): criteria 7c-13c; and sensitivity of C* and C# SATs to climate and dispersal scenarios: criteria 14-19. Colors evaluate outcomes on the base of negative (red), neutral or not significant (yellow) or positive (green) prospects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EU28</th>
<th>PAs</th>
<th>N2k</th>
<th>HII</th>
<th>SENSITIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. averaged number of C* SATs (EU28: green; 333-600, yellow: 167-332, red: 1-166; PAs & N2k: green: >30% EU28, yellow: 17%<EU28<30% EU28, red: <17% EU28, HII: green: <17% EU28, yellow: 17%<EU28<30% EU28, red: >30% EU28): 2. averaged number of C# SATs (color coding as 1); 3. averaged P* (color coding as 1); 4. averaged Ph (color coding as 1); 5. averaged max conv (C* SATs): 6. averaged number of convergence centers & conv(%): 7. EU28: green: 1, yellow: 2-50, red: >50; PAs & N2k: green: >30% EU28, yellow: 17%<EU28<30% EU28, red: >30% EU28): 6. averaged number of convergence centers & conv(%): 7. averaged % area C* coverage (PAs & N2k: green: >30%, yellow: 17%-30%, red: <17%); 8. averaged % area C# coverage (color coding as 1); 9. averaged % P coverage (color coding as 1); 10. averaged % Ph coverage (color coding as 1); 11. averaged incidence ratio rate of coverage over it (conv(%): 12. averaged linear regression slope of coverage over overall persistence of C* SATs passing in it (conv(%): 13. averaged linear regression slope of coverage over overall persistence of C# SATs passing in it (conv(%): 14. averaged linear regression slope of coverage over overall persistence of C* SATs passing in it (conv(%): 15. standard deviation P from dispersal scenarios (color coding as 14); 16. standard deviation conv(%): from dispersal scenarios (color coding as 14); 17. standard deviation P from climate scenarios (color coding as 14); 18. standard deviation P from climate scenarios (color coding as 14); 19. standard deviation conv(%): from climate scenarios (color coding as 14).

1: averaged number of C* SATs (EU28: green; 333-600, yellow: 167-332, red: 1-166; PAs & N2k: green: >30% EU28, yellow: 17%<EU28<30% EU28, red: <17% EU28, HII: green: <17% EU28, yellow: 17%<EU28<30% EU28, red: >30% EU28): 2. averaged number of C# SATs (color coding as 1); 3. averaged P* (color coding as 1); 4. averaged Ph (color coding as 1); 5. averaged max conv (C* SATs): 6. averaged number of convergence centers & conv(%): 7. EU28: green: 1, yellow: 2-50, red: >50; PAs & N2k: green: >30% EU28, yellow: 17%<EU28<30% EU28, red: >30% EU28): 6. averaged number of convergence centers & conv(%): 7. averaged % area C* coverage (PAs & N2k: green: >30%, yellow: 17%-30%, red: <17%); 8. averaged % area C# coverage (color coding as 1); 9. averaged % P coverage (color coding as 1); 10. averaged % Ph coverage (color coding as 1); 11. averaged incidence ratio rate of coverage over it (conv(%): 12. averaged linear regression slope of coverage over overall persistence of C* SATs passing in it (conv(%): 13. averaged linear regression slope of coverage over overall persistence of C# SATs passing in it (conv(%): 14. averaged linear regression slope of coverage over overall persistence of C* SATs passing in it (conv(%): 15. standard deviation P from dispersal scenarios (color coding as 14); 16. standard deviation conv(%): from dispersal scenarios (color coding as 14); 17. standard deviation P from climate scenarios (color coding as 14); 18. standard deviation P from climate scenarios (color coding as 14); 19. standard deviation conv(%): from climate scenarios (color coding as 14).
### Table 3 – Mathematical notations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>A species from a set $S$ of species in analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>A site (planning unit) from a set of $I$ of planning units in the analyzed region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>The temporal horizon of analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cl$</td>
<td>A particular climate scenario in (RCP4.5, SCP6.0, RCP8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$dp$</td>
<td>A particular species dispersal scenario among [D1, D2, D3, D4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>A SAT made of sites ${i_0, i_1, ..., i_T}$, one per time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_s^{(cl,dp)}$ (abbrev to $C_s$)</td>
<td>The set of the 500 largest persistence SATs for species $s$, obtained using $cl \times dp$ scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Cl^{(cl,dp)}$ (abbrev to $CP$)</td>
<td>The subset of independent SATs of $C$ for which the sum of persistence with respect to species $s$ is maximum, obtained using $cl \times dp$ scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{i,t}^s$</td>
<td>The suitability/favorability of site $i$ at time $t$ for species $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{i,D}^s$</td>
<td>An estimate of the dispersal success for species $s$ to reach sites at distance $D$ from a general source site (see Eq. 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{max}^s$</td>
<td>The maximum dispersal distance of species $s$ in a time period (i.e. $d_{i,D}^s = 0$, for $D &gt; D_{max}^s$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D(i,j)$</td>
<td>The distance between sites $i$ and $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_s^{(cl,dp)}$ (abbrev to $P^s$)</td>
<td>The persistence for species $s$ in SAT $C$ (see Eq. 2), obtained using the $cl \times dp$ scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^{(cl,dp)}$ (abbrev to $PP$)</td>
<td>Species $s$ overall persistence (i.e. the sum of persistence of SATs in $C^s$, for species $s$), in scenario $cl \times dp$ (see Eq. 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{P}^{(cl,dp)}$ (abbrev to $P_P$)</td>
<td>Species $s$ overall independent persistence (i.e. sum of persistence of independent SATs in $C^P_s$, for species $s$), in scenario $cl \times dp$ (see Eq. 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$conv_{i,t}^{cl,dp}$ (abbrev to $conv_{i,t}$)</td>
<td>Level of SAT convergence at site $i$ and time period $t$ with respect to $C^i$ (i.e. the number of SATs of $C$ that intersect at site $i$ in time period $t$), in scenario $cl \times dp$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{max conv}^{(cl,dp)}$ (abbrev to $\text{max conv}$)</td>
<td>The level of SAT convergence associated to sets $C^s (cl,dp)$ (i.e., the largest convergence level among all sites and all time-periods; $\text{max conv}^{cl,dp} = \text{max}<em>{(i,j)} \text{conv}</em>{i,j}^{cl,dp}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{REF1}^{(cl,dp)}$ (abbrev $\text{REF1}$)</td>
<td>Referential sets of SATs made of the 500 fixed populations, i.e ${c: i_0 = i_1 = ... = i_T}$ in Eq. 2, presenting the largest persistence scores $P_s^{(cl,dp)}$ under scenario $cl \times dp$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{REF2}^{(cl,dp)}$ ) (abbrev $\text{REF2}$)</td>
<td>Referential sets of SATs made of the 500 fixed populations, i.e. sites, with the largest suitability scores in the baseline time period, i.e. ${c: i_0 = i_1 = ... = i_T}$ and $a_{i,T}^s$ are the 500 largest suitability scores under scenario $cl \times dp$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1 – The SATs of the thirty mammal species respecting C$^s$ and C$^p$. a) and b) the utility maps for each set of SATs (i.e. average number of species dispersing in each site, among the three RCP x four dispersal scenarios x four time periods); c) the centrality map of C$^s$ (i.e. the average number of SATs among all the species converging in each site at the same time period). d) species richness maps using occurrence data from atlases; e) and f) the extent distribution of site utility levels (number of dispersing species) for C$^s$ and C$^p$, respectively; counts are made for each climate scenario, RCP8.5, RCP6.0 and RCP4.5 (average among dispersal scenarios and time periods), for each dispersal scenario, D1, D2, D3 and D4 (average among climate scenarios and time periods) and averaging all 12 scenarios and time periods (all); g) the representativeness of centrality classes in each time period (base: baseline, 2020, 2050 and 2080), averaged among the 12 climate x dispersal scenarios.
Figure 2 – Overall persistence scores of each species associated to the top-persistence unconstrained SAT sets, $C_s$, the top-persistence independent SAT sets, $CP$, and two referential SAT sets: $REFC_s$ and $REFCP$ represent sets of fixed SATs retrieving the largest persistence scores with the number of SATs in each set equal to the number of SATs in $C_s$ and $CP$, respectively; $REF2C_s$ and $REF2CP$ represent SATs fixed in the sites with the largest climatic suitability in the baseline period. The number of SATs in each set equal the number of SATs in $C_s$ and $CP$, respectively. Boxplots refer to the overall persistence scores obtained from three climate x four dispersal scenarios: horizontal lines depict median scores; the vertical-extreme edges of boxes are the 1$^{st}$ and 3$^{rd}$ persistence quartiles (from bottom to top) and whiskers refer to the 1.5 interquartile ranges.

Aal: Atelerix algirus; Ala: Alopex lagopus; Cau: Canis aureus;CCR: Cricetus cricetus; Cib: Capra ibex; Clu: Canis lupus; Cpy: Capra pyrenaica; Dni: Dryomys nitedula; Fal: Felis silvestris; Gge: Genetta genetta; Ggu: Gulo gulo; Gpy: Galemys pyrenaicus; Hcr: Hystrix cristata; Hic: Hesperites ichneumon; Llu: Lutra lutra; Lly: Lynx lynx; Lpa: Lynx pardinus; Mav: Macrogalium carolinianus; Mca: Microtus cabrerae; Mlu: Mustela lutreola; Mma: Martes martes; Mpu: Mustela putorius; Oam: Ovis ammon; Pvo: Pteromys volans; Rru: Rupicapra rupicapra; Sbe: Sicista betulina; Sci: Spermophilus citellus; Uar: Ursus arctos.
Figure 3 – Relationship between overall persistence scores $P_s$ associated to $C_i$ SATs and $P_i$ associated to $C_i$ SATs (log2-scaled axes) and maximum convergence levels, $\text{max conv}$, of $C_i$ SATs (circle size) for the thirty analyzed species in a) the whole Europe, EU28; b) the protected areas, PAs, and; c) the Natura 2000 sites, N2k. Because of circle proximity not all species names are presented in the graphs. Values refer to the RCP8.5 x D1 dispersal scenario. The diagonal dashed line represents equal persistence values between both SAT sets. Horizontal and vertical dotted lines represent a persistence score of 100 and 250 (i.e. 20% and 50% the maximum potential value, respectively). I, II and III define three domains of conservation evaluation.

Aal: Atelerix algirus; Ala: Alopex lagopus; Cau: Canis aureus; Ccr: Cricetus cricetus; Cfi: Castor fiber; Clb: Capra ibex; Clu: Canis lupus; Cpy: Capra pyrenaica; Dni: Dryomys nitedula; Fsi: Felis silvestris; Gge: Genetta genetta; Ggu: Gulo gulo; Gpy: Galemys pyrenaicus; Hcr: Hystrix cristata; Hic: Hesperus ichneumon; Llu: Lutra lutra; Lly: Lynx lynx; Lpa: Lynx pardinus; Lti: Lepus timidus; Mav: Muscardinus avellanarius; Mca: Microtus cabrerae; Mlu: Mustela lutreola; Mma: Martes martes; Mpu: Mustela putorius; Oam: Ovis ammon; Pvo: Pteromys volans; Rru: Rupicapra rupicapra; Sbe: Sicista betulina; Sci: Spermophilus citellus; Uar: Ursus arctos.
Figure 4 – The percentage of overall persistence scores of each species in Cs SATs and in the respective Cl SAT-sets encompassed by conservation areas, a) nationally-designated protected areas, PAs, and b) Natura 2000 sites, N2k, under RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5. Error bars refer to variability (max-min values) among dispersal scenarios.

Aal: Atelerix algirus; Ala: Alopex lagopus; Cau: Canis aureus; Ccr: Cricetus cricetus; Cfi: Castor fiber; Cib: Capra ibex; Clu: Canis lupus; Cpy: Capra pyrenaica; Dni: Dryomys nitedula; Fai: Felis silvestris; Gge: Genetta genetta; Ggu: Gulo gulo; Gpy: Galemys pyrenaicus; Hcr: Hystrix cristata; Hic: Hesperus ichneumon; Llu: Lutra lutra; Lly: Lynx lynx; Lpa: Lynx pardinus; Lti: Lepus timidus; Mav: Muscardinus avellanarius; Mca: Microtus cabrerae; Mli: Mustela lutreola; Mma: Martes martes; Mpu: Mustela putorius; Oam: Ovis ammon; Pvo: Pteromys volans; Rru: Rupicapra rupicapra; Sbe: Sicista betulina; Sci: Spermophilus citellus; Uar: Ursus arctos.